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52. a network administrator deploys a wireless router in a small law firm. employee
laptops join the wlan and receive ip addresses in the 10.0.10.0/24 network. which service
is used on the wireless router to allow the employee laptops to access the internet dhcp

radius dns nat explanation: any address with the 10 in the first octet is a private ipv4
address and cannot be routed on the internet. the wireless router will use a service called
network address translation (nat) to convert private ipv4 addresses to internet-routable
ipv4 addresses for wireless devices to gain access to the internet.53. select the type of
ups and click on the button to download the package file corresponding to your ups. 1.

us-50m-16125-hw-1 2. us-50m-16125-hw-1 3. us-55p-16125-hw-1 4. us-80m-110m-n-1 5.
us-55p-110m-n-1 6. us-80m-110m-n-1 7. us-85m-110m-2-1 8. us-85m-110m-2-1 9.

us-125m-110m-2-1 10. us-125m-110m-2-1 11. us-125m-110m-2-1 12. us-125m-110m-2-1
13. us-125m-110m-2-1 14. us-125m-110m-2-1 15. us-125m-110m-2-1 16.

us-125m-110m-2-1 17. us-125m-110m-2-1 18. us-125m-110m-2-1 19. us-125m-110m-2-1
20. us-125m-110m-2-1 21. us-125m-110m-2-1 22. us-125m-110m-2-1 23.

us-125m-110m-2-1 24. us-125m-110m-2-1 25. us-125m-110m-2-1 26. us-125m-110m-2-1
27. us-125m-110m-2-1 28. us-125m-110m-2-1 29. us-125m-110m-2-1 30.

us-125m-110m-2-1 31. us-125m-110m-2-1 32. us-125m-110m-2-1 33. us-125m-110m-2-1
34.
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46. which of the following solutions is the most effective method to address authentication of
wireless network clients? aaa radius eap eap-md 5 explanation: authentication, authorization, and

accounting (aaa) radius eap eap-md 5 47. which of the following solutions is the most effective
method to address the wireless authentication and topology of wireless clients? aaa radius eap eap-

md 5 explanation: only in aaa radius. the radius server will require an authentication login and
response to frames from other client devices on the wireless access point network. this would not be

effective at address a wireless network's topology. the ideal point-to-point software for ups
monitoring and shutdown of windows, linux and mac os x operating systems local view is a software

program for managing and monitoring ups units via usb or rs232 is the serial port, which will
automatically shut down systems in the event of prolonged power outages, thereby preventing loss

of data and damage to the system in situations where the computer is not supervised by an operator
at the actual moment of the power failure. simple, immediately user friendly and available in various

languages, the software provides clear, detailed and instant information on ups status, making it
suitable even for users with minimal expertise. local view can be updated via the internet, ensuring
the very latest functionality is available and provide the maximum level of protection for computers,
workstations and servers. in a typical implementation, the accounting function is performed by the

firewall, an authentication server, or application server that keeps track of user access to the
network. the accounting function can be used to block access or to send a warning or notice to a

user. 5ec8ef588b
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